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I  Read the following passage and answer the questions:                6 x 1 = 6M   

Barbie, the most popular doll ever was launched in 1959.Barbie was a great success from 

the start. Children loved their new companion and playmate. Kids could give her dresses and 

accessories that were sold separately. Barbie also has doll friends such as Ken, Teresa, Midge, 

Steven, Kelly and many others. This meant hours of entertainment to children. Mattel is a 

popular toy manufacturer, marketed Barbie to reflect modern women. They made Barbie as 

doctor, army officer, pilot, musician, sports player, TV News reporter and so on. Barbie’s 

success brought huge money and fame to Mattel. 

1. Which was the most popular doll ? 

_______________________________________________________________  

2. When was Barbie launched? 

________________________________________________________________   

3. Did  the children love the Barbie doll? 

_________________________________________________________________   

4. Name the doll friends of Barbie. 

_________________________________________________________________   

5. Who is a popular toy manufacturer? 

_________________________________________________________________   
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6. complete the sentence:- 

            They made Barbie as ________________________________________________   

________________________________________________________________________  

 

 II. Read the following passage and answer the following:                         4 X 1 = 4M 

             Shetty the magician was returning home, when all of a sudden it began to rain. It rained 

heavily. Shetty looked around for shelter and saw a pretty little fir tree. He ran towards it as fast 

as he could. Soon the rain stopped. Shetty was happy that he did not get wet. “Thank you, you 

have been kind to me. I would like to reward you. Ask for four wishes and I will grant them.” 

said the magician. 

1. Who was the Shetty? 

______________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________     

2.What did Shetty look around? 

______________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________   

3. Why was Shetty happy? 

______________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________   

4. Complete the sentence:- 

Ask for four _________________________________________________________  

 

III  Answer the following questions:                                                       5 X 2   = 10M                                  

1. Who are already awake? 

______________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________   

 

 2. Who said these words and to whom?           Who said                      To whom 

“wake up, dear! Wake up fast!”                           __________                   __________                 

“Ma,who woke me up today?”                           ___________                 __________   
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 3. Why is a nose important for you? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________   

4.Why was the fir tree sad? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________ 

 

5.What time did Neha’s clock ring every morning? 

______________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________    

  

IV. Using the clue words write 10 sentences about ‘ Punctuality’.   5M 

Alarm,    early morning,   reach school, no tension, complete, happy, regular , studies, 

smart 

  

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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V. Describe the given picture in your own words:   5M 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 

VI  Do as directed :            10X1=10M 

  1.    Connect the pairs of sentences below using and or but         . 

Everyone has gone to play. I want to watch television 

.   
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______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________   

2.   Write the other degrees of comparison: 

a)  big                                   bigger                             _____________   

           b)   good                              _______                          _____________   

20] Fill in the blanks using was or were: 

a)  The flowers ___________ kept in a vase. 

b) Sachin _________ a good cricket player. 

3.  Write the rhyming words of :- 

a)  play      ____________      

b)  bright  ____________   

4.  Write the past tense of :-  

   a) look     ______________     

 b) stop   ______________   

5. Write the plural of :- 

a)  leaf  _____________  

b)   bird  ____________   

 

6.  Write the opposite of by adding  un  or  im: 

a). proper      ____________   

b)   seen          ____________   
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7.  Punctuate the following sentence:- 

one sunday evening  ranjeeth and his little sister rani went  to the park 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________   

8. Write the describing word for :- 

a)   _____________    building. 

b)  _____________    day. 

9. Complete the following sentences by choosing the right word given in the brackets:        

(everywhere    /      behind ) 

 Yesterday, I lost a bag. I looked for it _____________.  I looked _______________ a door. 

10. Make sentence using the word ‘ surprise’ 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 


